
HeatPumPro® offers the latest in 
zoning control technology with its 
built in staging and software-based 
programming. The technology is 
the easiest and most cost-effective 
way of getting the maximum 
efficiency out of heat pump 
systems. The custom defaults are 
stored in memory so it is possible 
to commission this system with the 
touch of a button. 

While the HeatPumPro® was 
originally designed specifically 
for heat pump applications, the 
flexibility of the software has made it 
possible to use it with other heating 
and cooling systems, such as a 
heat pump with electric backup, 
conventional, and dual fuel. Even 
single stage equipment can be 
zoned, because the HeatPumPro 
only needs to be reprogrammed 
when the system is upgraded, not 
replaced.

The HeatPumPro® is perfect for 
both new construction and retro-
fit applications, offering the most 
versatile, cost-effective zoning 
system in the industry.

HeatPumPro®

www.arzelzoning.com • 800-611-8312

HeatPumPro®

Warranty

Technical Support

All Arzel zoning systems are covered 
by a Lifetime Parts warranty.

Simply register the system within 90   
days of installation at 
www.arzelzoning.com/warranty

Contact Arzel® at 800-611-8312 
Monday through Friday 8 am - 5 pm 
EST with any technical questions or 
issues.

Between the hours of 5 pm - 9 pm 
EST, Arzel offers after hours technical 
support. Call our direct line to get 
connected today.

Visit www.arzelzoning.com anytime 
for more product information, videos, 
and other technical resources.

Product 
Information

800-611-8312 
www.arzelzoning.com

Contact Arzel
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Versatile 
Zone Control



Dampers »

Many different types of dampers to 
accommodate any new construction 
or retrofit application

Stock dampers ship same day if 
order is placed before 2 p.m. EST

Custom dampers usually ship within 
24 hours

The HeatPumPro® works with any 
standard 24 volt system including 
split geothermal, heat pump, 
and conventional furnace and 
air conditioner. This makes the 
HeatPumPro perfect for both new 
construction and retrofit applications.

Universal Compatibility

Custom Programmability

Minimal Bypass 
Required

Real-Time Reporting

The HeatPumPro® is run by software 
so it allows you to program the system 
according to a homeowner’s comfort 
needs. This makes it extremely 
versatile and gives the homeowner 
the opportunity to save money while 
increasing their comfort.

By controlling fan speed 
independently, little or no bypass is 
required with the HeatPumPro® 
panel. Thus improving the efficiency 
of the equipment and saving the 
homeowner on utility bills. 

The HeatPumPro® is equipped with 
a LCD screen allowing you access to 
real-time reporting of the system’s 
activities. This will save time and 

Independent blower & compressor 
staging
Outdoor Air Temperature (OAT) 
sensor
Leaving Air Temperature (LAT) 
sensor
LCD display 
Zone weight percentage
Replaceable fuse protection
Easy to use lever style terminals
Manual pump switch opens all 
dampers for testing

PAN-HPP02 - 2 zone HeatPumPro 
Panel

PAN-HPP03 -  3 zone HeatPumPro 
Panel

PAN-HPP04 - 4 zone HeatPumPro 
Panel Versatile Options

The HeatPumPro® can be equipped 
with an optional solenoid to control 
the humidifier bypass damper. There 
is also a built in fossil fuel kit and 
advanced dual fuel technology 
included in the panel’s software, 
eliminating the need for additional 
controls. These options make the 
panel the most cost-effective, 
efficient option to zone any home or 
office.

Benefits.
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Features

Panels

Dampers


